Effect of twisting hamstring tendon grafts on strength and joint laxity through the range of knee movement.
Twisting or braiding of hamstring tendon grafts for use in anterior cruciate ligament reconstructions has been advocated to increase their strength and stiffness under load. In this study, a two-dimensional model was used to determine the failure strength of twisted and parallel grafts and associated knee laxity under simulated physiological loading conditions. For validation, mechanical tests of tendon grafts were also simulated with these models. The simulated physiological loading of the graft models showed that knees with twisted grafts had greater laxity than knees with parallel grafts, although there was little difference in failure load between the two graft configurations. The tensile loading of the graft models showed little difference in failure load when the tendons were modelled using line segments. When the tendons were considered as three-dimensional helical elements, which more accurately describe the tendon structure, the failure load of the twisted graft decreased significantly. This research provided no evidence to support the belief that a twisted tendon graft is a superior graft configuration relative to a parallel tendon graft.